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Yakuza kiwami 100 guide

This is the hardest and probably most time-consuming section of the game. There is a total of 68 CP up for the hobbies it is and you will need to get new things from Bob.We can break this into more manageable pieces like cards based, race, and gambling. MesuKingPocket CircuitUFO CatcherCabaret
ClubsPhoto BootCasinoGambling HallDartsPoolBattingBowlingShogiMahjongKaraokeThis is what you will need to participate in completing this list, unfortunately some are more trouble than others. The breakdown mentioned above will be shown below and should be solved soMesuKingCollect a total of
45 MesuKin CardsLevel 1 is to collect a total of 5 cardsFill 2 is to collect a total of 20 cardsE a total of 59 cards to collect scattered on Camorocho.There are a total of 30 insect cards and 29 skill cards to complete your book. You can buy a Watcher card in exchange for CP from Bob, it costs 5. All the
cards you can collect are listed below in the order in which they appear in your card book.This is what you are looking for, when you are looking for Mesuking CardsNumberWhat CardWhat to typeWhere to find1Giraffe Stag-BeetleInsectLocated in the Colosseum between chairs2Hercules BeetleInsect
Answered to complete the sub-repose #773Empress CicadaInsectLoced inside Kyushu No. 1 star, should be at the door4Queen Alexandra BirdwingInsectBought from a cleaner gun dealer5Minminzemi CicadaInsectBought on Ebisu Pawn6Iwasakikusa CicadaInsectBehind conservation point in the
millennium Tower7Seven-Spotted LadybugInsect Located in the middle of Showa St hidden in bikes 8Stag BeetleInsectYour Can be found in Serena Backlot9DamselflyInsectHidden in a tree in public park 3. You'll need to be around and use first-person mode to get it.10Yo giant mantisInsect Restored to
complete Substory #7311Miyama Stag BeetleInsectIn the back of Tencaichi Alley Al 12Paper WaspInsectRight outside the Sega Nakamichi St13Sawtooth Stag BeetleInsectNear Smile Burger on Nakamichi Alley14Honey BeeInsectAbout Half Down Pink St, according to the entrance to Nakamimi Alley
south of the Shine15Japanese Rhino BeetleInsect Professor gives you this, so that you start in the world mesuKing16Old World SwallowtailInsectLocated compressed between two buildings on the street. North of the Café of the Alps. You'll need to use first-person mode to get it.17InsectNext's interest in
the Hercule beetle to the save point at Senryo Ave18Small WhiteInsectJust south of Kyusyu No 1 Star. It's hard to miss, it's on the corner of the street.19Ashy Gray LadybugInsectUsed by a professor for winning 20 total MesuKing Battles20Wasp KingInsectRewarded for completing Substory
#7621Autumn DarterInsectIn Champion District, located right in the lane next to shellac22Walking Flower MantisInsectHidden behind a yellow sports car on Tayhay Boulevard East23Atlas MothInsectOn the road in front of a taxi at the West Park Entrance24Atlas BeetleInsectLocated at the far end of
Tayhay Boulevard Easy is simple from the entrance to the Champion District25Orange LadybugInsectIn the Champion District on the way to the empty lot26 LadybugInsectIn the back of the club Sega Nakamichi St27Asian Giant HornetInsectOff towards the Theater Alley next to a pillar on a large building
on the corner28 White tail skimmerInsectOn Park Blvd, On the block of buildings opposite Vincent29Giant PetaltaylinsectYour can be found in the Purgatory of West Park, on a wooden cover north of the fountain. You need to use first-person mode to get it.30Devil flower MantisInsectZagrab a pillar at the
entrance to Kanrai1Cartwheel KickSkillNear taxi stand at the District2Face MasherSkill Hotel Professor gives you this to start in the world of MesuKing3Elbow DropSkillTenkai St, Located close to Stardust4Super Elbow DopSkillBought at Ebisu Pawn5Kestrel PunchSkillFound in a hotel area north of the
conservation point and batting center6Super Kestrel PunchSkillFound in the Café Of the Alps opposite counter7Finish BreakerSkIllOn the middle right side of the platform in the purgatory red light district8Last ResortSkill Answer to complete Substory #759Omni ChokeSkill Professor Gives You This To Let
You Start in the World MesuKing10Strangle HoldSkillNear Taxi Point at Shichifuku St West11Scale SpecialSkillNeed to Enter Match Bowl12Super Romero SpecialSkill Answered to Complete Substitial #7313 SplitterSkill End of Tayhey Boulevard West14Super Split LegterillBought on Ebisu Pawn15Tie
BreakerSkillResponsive to complete subpage #7716Finish TimeSkillResponsive to complete substory #7217Body SlamSkill Professor gives you this to have you start in peace with MesuKing18Tomoe NageSkillNorth with poppo Tencaichi St is a truck, you will find this map hidden in front of it.19Gigant
SwingSkill Answered to complete Substory #7120Super Giant SwingSkillFound just before how to get to part of the store in the pocket stadium Circuit Stadium21PiledriverSkillFound in MEB22Super PiledriverSkillBought from the dealer of cleaning weapon23TauntSkillNext to the point of preservation on
Shichifuku St East24Counter HealSkillBought from the dealer cleaning weapon25Double DropSkillOn Pink St North is parking, This map is in the back of here.26Super Double DropSkillBought from cleansing gun dealer27Banana SplitSkillE conservation point near Taichei Boulevard East, if you're
heading to Pink St you'll find this map in front of the truck28Mystic HealSkillBought from the gun cleaner dealer29Torn BackAdad FistSkillAt entrance to Purgatory's Red Light District . on the platformSet chain RaceCollect a total of 20 different tiresLevel 1 is to assemble 5 ShinLevel 2 is to assemble 10
TiresCollect in total 15 different enginesThat 1 to assemble 5 MotorsLevel 2 is to assemble 10 enginesColect a total of 20 different gears GearsLevel 2 is to collect 10 GearsCollect in total 20 different framesThinks 1 Collect 5 framesSclo 2 is to collect 10 framesComplex a total of 10 RacingWe are in the
opening race Win a little racer CupWe beginner RacingWine The New Year's CupWe have a Cup LoversWyn Standard CupWyn Intermediate CupWyn Advanced CupVine Pro-am RacingWein elite CupWyn Expert RaceWyn Master CupWyn 2005 King speed cupMore from different parts can be bought in
store in a pocket autodrome stadium shop , but a handful can be bought from Ebisu. New parts become available as you progress through racing. TyresMotorGearFrazvyashivka TyresSila MotorsPower GearsBalance frameProft tiresCuted engineBalnal gearboxesMetal frameSpyware tiresBal motor
regulatorsRegistrant gearboxRoquet profile TyresH 10th moment engineBoost GearsRubler frameSlim tyresGodSpeed engineGodspeed gearsSpeed frameSlick tires plusPower engine plusPower gears plusbalanced Frame PlusSoft Tire Pluss Tubular Engine PlusBalance Gears PlusMetal Frame
PlusSpiked Tires PlusBalance Engine PlusRegister Gear PlusRocket Frame PlusLow Profile Tyres Plus High Moment Engine MK IIBoost Gears PlusRubber Frame PlusS Lim Tire PlusGodspeed Engine MK IIGodspeed Gears plusSpeed Frame PlusExtra Spot TireEktra Power EngineEcter Power
GearsExtra Balanced FrameExtre Soft TireEktra Engine SpeedExtra Balanced GearsExtra Metal FrameExtra Studded TiresExtra Balance EngineSpecies Regular GearsExtra Rocket FrameEcters Low Profile Tires Acceptance Electric Motor GearsExTra Rubber FrameExtra Thin TireSuper Engine
SpeedExtra Godspeed GearsExtra Speed FrameSuper Slick Tire Engine BalanceSuper Power GearboxEsoper Balanced RamaSuper Soft Tire Power Engine Amplifier Balanced GearboxSuper Metal FramesSuper Studded TiresUltra Speed EngineSuper Regular GearsSuper Rocket FrameSuper Low
Profile TireUltra Balance MotorSuper Boost GearsSuper Rubber FrameSuper Thin TireUltra High Moment EngineSuper Godspeed GearsSuper Frame SpeedUltra Slick TireUltra Godspeed MotorUltra Power GearsUltra Balanced FrameUltra soft tyresUltra Balanced gearsUltra metal frameUltra Studded
tiresUltra Regular gearsUltra rocket frameUltra low profile tiresUltra boost gearsUltra rubber frameUltra thin tyresUltra Godspeed gearsUltra frame speedDecalaBodyBumpersSide stabilizersBattersSuspensionCenter StripeDrag-OnBumperSide plate Stabil BatteryLight Capacity SuspensionSide
StripeGolem TigerNew Bumper PlateSide Stabilizer 2.0 High Battery SpeedMedia SuspensionWild SnakeCool StrikerSide Stabilizer 3.0Regional BatteryRegation PendantRed BlazeDevil KillerBlue BoltKiller BeeSunshineDark PurpleAs for racing you will need to win the previous racing bracket to advance
to the next one. Introductory racesSlick TyresCarcassed moment engine MK II Balanced gearsHever battery speedLite racer Cup Slim Tires PlusMeter frame PlusHever moment of MK engine Gears PlusHever battery speedRookie RaceSoft TiresBal frame Plus High-key motor MK IIBalanced gears Plus
High battery capacityMedia Suspension Suspension Рамка ПлюсВисокий торк-мотор MK IIБалансовані шестерні ПлюсВисока ємність БатарейкаМедієва підвіскаПартамінтАториПодаровані шиниБалансований кадр ПлюсВисокий двигун з моменту моменту MK IIБалансовані шестерні
ПлюсВисока ємність батареїМедіум підвіскаСтандартний кубокЕкстра М'які шиниЕкстра збалансований кадрВисокий момент двигуна MK IIExtra Збалансовані шестерніВисока ємність АкумуляторПідвіскадіат кубокСупер низький профіль шиниСупер збалансований кадрВисокий момент
двигуна MK IIGodspeed Gears PlusHigh ємність батареїBumper пластиниЗаступник КубокПриймаюча низькопрофільна шиниСупер збалансований кадрВисокий момент двигун MK IIGodspeed Gears PlusHigh ємність батареїBumper PlatePro-am RaceUltra Slickres ШиниUltra швидкість
кадруGodspeed двигунExtra Boost GearsВисока ємність батареїМедіум підвіскаЕлітний кубокUltra пляма шиниUltra швидкість кадруПереважений двигунUltra збалансований gearsРеєстрація акумуляторГевитривна підвіскаЕкспертна гонкаUltra пляма шиниUltra швидкість кадруGodspeed
motorUltra збалансований gearsВисока ємність батареїГіберна підвіскаМагнітний майстер-кубокultra шипами шиниUltra швидкість кадруGodspeed MotorUltra збалансований gearsВисока ємність акумуляторГігант підвіскиМагнітні шиниUltra швидкість кадруGodspeed motorUltra
збалансований gearsВисока ємність батареїГім'ячий підвіскаМагнітні шиниUltra швидкість кадру.Висока ємність батареїГібері ПідвіскаКамер КубокUltra Шиповані шиниUltra Металева рамаПеревантажений двигунУльтра Збалансовані редукториРегія батареїРегія ПідвіскаBumper
Plate2005 Король швидкості CupUltra Slim Шини Ультра металеві рамиUltra Godspeed MotorUltra Boost GearsВисока ємність батареїГістрова підвіскаBumper Пластини Це навантаження that I used for all races. I only needed to boost in 1 race as I wasn't sure with the set-up, which is the
Champions Cup, however it can be won without as I tested it after and won on build alone. The time I increased, I think it was just a bad start for me and I fell behind a bit behind the other riders, if you need to zoom in on it make it on the last lap around half the way. This should conclude the pocket chain
racer section of the game, however you still have to participate in races for certain things. These things are substors of which 3 and Majima are everywhere, which are also 3.Substory #56 HidekiSlim Bus Speed FrameSpublished EngineBalanced gearsSpeaking battery speedSubstory #56 FighterUltra
Slick TiresUltra Metal FrameUltra Godspeed MotorUltra Boost GearsHour battery capacityBamper suspensionBumper plateSubstor #56 TakumaUltra Studded TiresUltra Metal FrameUltra Godspeed MotorUltra Boost GearsHever battery capacityHeverHever capacityHum SuspensionBumper PlateSide
StabilizerSubstory #50 FighterUtra Studded TiressUltra Metal FrameUltra High Point MotorUltra Boost GearsHour Capacity Battery SuspensionContilantMajima 1Slim Tires PlusHum Frame PlusWring Engine PlusBalance Gears BatteriesMajima 2Ultra Studded TiresUltra Metal FrameUltra Godspeed
MotorUltra Boost GearsHever Battery Capacity SuspensionMajima 3Ultra Spiked TiresUltra Metal FrameUltra Godspeed MotorUltra Boost GearsRegistered BatteryRegation SuspensionBumper PlateAll Feast Related Pocket Chain Credit Goes to CyricZ at GamefaqsUFO CatcherAcquire In total 15



Different PrizesChest Protein (Blue)Chestnut Squirrel Protein Java Sparrow (white)Bunchan Java Sparrow (Pink)Jimbo BunchanJumbo ChestnutAiGonMeeMeeBabyWoo PapaWoo MamaWooKyon-boKyon-ChanKara KappaTheses all the different prizes you will need to win in UFO Spectacle. UFO
catcher is a pretty simple thing, all you have to do is move the claw to the prize and catch it. Cabaret ClubComplete Yui's SubstoryComplete Rina's SubstoryDeal section or individual hostess trophies with Yui Mistress or Rina Mistress for more information about the hostess's mini-game. Photo BoothGet
10 best shots in the photo boothYyo get the best photo in the photo booth you will need to press one of the 4 action buttons (, , , ) at the right time. You'll know when you've done it right, how the photo will sparkle and you'll get a different sound for pressing a button than a normal one. You only have to do
it 10 times and it's a fun distraction from what you do in the rest of the game. CasinoEarn has a total of 20,000 at PokerEarn for a total of 50,000 in BlackjackEarn's total of 20,000 at BaccaratEarn for a total of 50,000 in rouletteGromong games in the Yakuza series, usually high sums, for Kiwami this is no
exception. They are all fairly simple games and we are normal rules. You can use cheat items in any of these games, however they alone will not net you the amount you need to win. There are two casinos located in Camurocho, the first is in the Purgatory red light district, and the second is a secret
casino at the back of the Raman store. POKERYo will probably want to choose Texas Hold'em as it is a more traditional game. I'm not very good and don't quite understand poker, so my strategy is here to bet high to the last card at home (3 cards in the center of the table), then decide if I have anything or
add up. The whole idea is pretty much trying to make other players add up to the end by betting high up the final card. BLACKJACKYour's goal in this is to make 21 or as close to it as possible without going over. All players start with 2 cards and the man closest to 21 after all the players have gone wins.
Cheat elements can be really useful here, they stay active for 5 turns each, so you don't need to worry much. Bust amoulette and blackjack amoulette are fraudulent items here. Bust Amolet will force the banker to go bust, while Blackjack Amolet will give you a blackjack essentially dealing with you instant
victory. BACCARATThis is a game where you need to bet on a player or banker, you can also bet on Draw.Bet TypePayoutPlayer1 to 1. You can only hope to double your ChipsBanker.95. If you bet 1000 your winnings will be 950Draw8 to 1. This is the 8x bet you make The best strategy will play round 8
always betting on a draw, and always betting 1000 chips. You have to win 20,000 so betting on a player or banker will be a slow process, with a draw you will get the 8x amount you bet, so if you win first hand you will get 8,000 down already. I in cases of Save before you try and after you win more than
you lose. You have to make a win, so if you lose 3000 but win 5000 you only get 2000 added to the score game. Cheat items for Baccarin aren't really worth using as they only net you one win with each. If you want to use them, they are a piece player and a banker piece. ROULETTE It really depends on
the luck you need to bet on the ball going round the roulette table. Your best chance is for you to start using the cheat element Zero Jewel. It guarantees the ball to stop at 0 or 00, so all you will have to do is pick one of them and win chances. Paying 36 to 1 so bet the most you can, which should be 1000
chips and hope you get 36,000 back. The other 14,000 for the CP requirement must be grounded in a difficult way, however there is a strategy that has worked. Once you win with Zero Jewel and have kept your head back in. Above you board, you want to do so, so your bet covers 1, 2, 4, 5. From here
you need the next bet to cover 8, 9, 11, 12 and then alternate using that pattern down the board. This will leave the tile on each line, but you win more than you bet in the long run and its better than betting on red or black and eventually breaking even. HallEarn gambling totals 10,000 in Cho-hanEarn for a
total of 10,000 at Cee-loEarn for a total of 10,000 at Koi-koiEarn for a total of 10,000 at Oicho-KabuThe Gambling Hall available from Chapter 7 further afield and all traditional Japanese games. CEE-LOThis is Dice, the banker will set out what you need to beat if you're not a banker. The goal is to get a
better roll than other players and bankers. Earning enough for CP may take a while, however you can use cheat items, the item for this game is 1-2-3 gum. When rolling, your points will be determined by bones that don't match others, for example, you can roll 3, 3, 5. This will mean that your total scores
will be 5. The only exception for this is if you roll 1, which is an automatic loss or 6, which is an instant win. There are other ways to lose as if you are unable to roll anything out would mean no points, but if the bank goes bust that everyone else wins. CHO-HANThis is probably the easiest of traditional
games. You'll need to bet on a total of 2 bones, whether it's even or weird. The house will put 2 bones in the cup, and ask the players what it will be like when it is discovered either strange or even. You will initially face this game from Haruk, but you only get a small review of the game. The best way to
play is to bet on the side with the fewest bets on, it's generally guaranteed a win. KOI-KOIThis is a card game played with the deck of Hanafuda. The object is to make a set. This can be done from different cards below you can see. 10 Unwanted cards. New additions added to junk will increase scores for
Junk.PoetryAny 5 ribbon cardsVarietyAny cardsVarietyAny Maps of high pointBlage ribbonsAny 3 blue ribbonsRed ribbonsWest de 3 Red ribbonsBoar, Deer, Butterflies deer, boars and butterflies Maps Young View Of the full moon and Sake Cup Flower and Sake CupCardsSeason 4 cards that
correspond to the seasons of game cardsI may be great, but they seem more common. The best strategy that could work is aimed at boar, deer, butterfly, because every time it was targeted, there was a View of the Moon and Cherry Blossom. To win the round you will need to use the option Do not call
Koi, if you use the Option Call Koi, you will continue the round. For more information you will have to look at CyricZ at Gamefaqs.OICHO-KABUYour the latest gamble is another game card. In this you will need to get as much as you can. It also plays with the cannafood deck. You will need to come a total
of 9 without going over, if you do, then you will reset by 0, or whatever you happen to land. It's similar to Blackjack in so many ways, getting as close as possible to the target number without going over. The difference with this game is that you can still play if you go past the number you need. Darts darts
are played in Vincent and like other games in the darts series this is no different. All you have to do for darts is win Hat Tricks, if you're not sure what it is, its when all 3 of your land is darts at Bullseye, not necessarily in black. To do this is easy and you don't need to go buy any darts, it's quite possible
with the basic darts the house gives you. When you're aiming at you you need to aim a little high where you want to go if you're usually aiming for a goal to be seen through Kirus's hand as he holds the tinge. The next step is you'll need to pull back on your left stick and then push forward when his hand
starts pulling back. It will take practice and is difficult to achieve, but don't have to take you more than a few games. PoolPreform 3 ShotPreform 3 Carom ShotsPool combination is a relatively simple game, however CP is anything but. KP asks you to get 3 out of each combination and Carom. It's more
down to luck where balls are laid out on the table so that if it can be pulled. The combined shot needs you to pocket the object ball with another ball object. This means that you will need to use your Cue Ball to hit the ball object, which then hits the other and that one goes into the pocket. It may take a
while to actually get a layout that allows you to do it because better to do it on Solo Play means you're locked up a 9 Ball.A Carom shot is a little harder, you need to pocket the ball again, but this time you'll need to hit the object ball with Cue Ball, which then continues into another ball object and that one
lands in your pocket. Hitting a single ball object is an easy thing, usually, but when you need to ricochet a cue ball into the pocket the second ball object proves more difficult. The best way to get it will be Play Solo again, and wait until you manage to get the settings you need. It's worth noting that in order
to make the number of shots, you need to aim for the next Ball sequence, If you pocket 1 and 2, then next in sequence 3. This means that the first ball object you click should be 3, then the other, if you don't, then you will foul and if you do a combination or Carom Shot they will not be considered.
BattingGet 10 two Pannel Knock-outsGet 1600 Points on Easy CourseGet 1600 Points on a normal courseGet 1600 Points on a hard courseGet 1600 Points on an extra hard courseBathing easily there's not really much that needs to be explained. You have a bat and hit pitches that are thrown at you,
simple. Wrong, well no, that's the case, but there's a little more to it. If you've been trying this for a while with little success, then here are some tips. Don't focus on the ball, I know it's silly, but seriously watch Kiria holding the bat, When you get normal, hard and extra hard you need to move your target as
well as hitting backHitting 2 Panels can be quirky to start you have to watch Kira and bat rather than the coming balls. Don't make the same mistake I made, so try only to watch the bat, the reason will become apparent when the ball is within striking range. When you wait at Pitch you will see that Kiria is
basically idle waiting for the field, however, when he is within striking range Kiryu will be tense and stop wobbling the bat. It's your time to hit, the timing is different on each field as it really is. By doing this and adjusting the reaction time you will soon be hitting all the pitches that are sent your way. On
normal and higher you need to change the targeting to score points, Normal is not so difficult, but switching to hard or extra hard you will soon see the difference. For normal you have only 3 goals and a bonus. Its better to start on the bottom goal and move to the top. This will leave a central target where
targeting is targeted by default, so you'll be able to let go of the stick. The bonus goal appears at the top of the board in the center. BowlingBowl 10 BeatsThis is done in the traditional style of bowlingEducation 5 in Split GamesThis is done in call mode called Splits gameIn both cases of bowling you will
need to complete CP. First – 10 strikes. It can be as easy or as hard as you do it to get kicks the best way I found was using a heavy ball, and just off the centre pin with as much power as I could. I did it on the one hand and its really gambling, if you're a little off then you can only reach spare. Bowling is
a fun game anyway so just go have fun with that. Splitting the game is only a challenge because you need to make 5 in one game. I recommend you strive for the simplest, challenge 2 and 4 good starting points. After these 1, 3 and 7 are relatively easy and do not constitute Trouble. ShogiWin total 5
shogi games without take backSugas do not Strong point, so I'm going to default you Cyricz on Gamefaqs video about how to make shogiCredit in CyricZ for amazing Shogi guideMahjongGo with 10 timesYbo with Mangan 5 timesBo with Haneman 1 timeLearn with Riichi IppatsuGo with a full StraghtEarn
total of 100,000 sticks in MahjongDlya Mahjong I'll start with by saying I'm not an expert . How to make CP requirements. Under Get Out it means Win. For the first thing we need to win 10 times, that can be a lot easier said than done. On the tables (rookie, medium, and expert) I found it ridiculously hard
to get anywhere, so I would recommend spending 50,000 yen and doing the ranking, it was almost over for me in 3 games of ranking matches. In addition to this I found I got more tiles that could build Full Straight. Earning 100, 000 sticks in games is not necessarily difficult, if you manage to score 1st
place by the end you will get the bonus that is the best way to get you your stick count. Now is a good time to order that if you don't think you're good at the save game before you play and after you win some. If you lose the restart save. First, ManganMangan is actually easy. All you have to do is score 4
points when you win and you get that, it can be a slow process, though. Second, HanemanLike Mangan, however for that you will need to have 6 points when you win. It can be combined with Mangan to make it 1 thing less, and grind a little easier. Third, Riichi IppatsuTher you win after you've
announced Riichi, however you need the next round of tiles to be what makes you win. That means three other players and your next tile. One of them should be one tile that makes you win. It comes down to blind luck and praying that you get it. The quickest way you can go about tackling this is by
getting 7 pairs and we'll go into that a little bit. Finally, Full StraightThis is probably the hardest thing you need to do besides playing Mahjong. You should get all sets of tile values 1 - 9 as well as steam. It can take some to do and isn't even worth it if you don't have a substantial starting point when you're
dealing with tiles. My strategy to complete Mahjong is this: Aim for 7 pairs Always check your hand Always try hidden handDon't give up if you keep failing, Mahjong is a difficult game, but it's worth it for many wins in Mahjong you can use other players discarded tiles, so fear not if you have 2 out of one
tile and someone rejects 3 or 4 take it that saves you from losing some sticks at the end of the match. This has its drawback, however, the biggest is that you can't declare Riichi, if you steal tiles, your hand should be completely hidden. To declare Riichi you also need to have only 1 tile that you need
when you this requirement is to will announce Riichi and you will just wait for Ron or Tsumo. Ron for stealing tiles to win, and Tsumo for hidden winning (if you're dealing with tiles). As I said 7 pairs the easiest way to win, however you can go for 3 of the same tiles or 4.Mahjong consist of 3 suits of 9 tiles, 1
of 4 and 1 of 3.Character TilesDot TilesBamboo TilesWindsDragon (This was found on the Yakuz Fandom page for Mahjong.) First and foremost I stick to bamboo and points if I don't have something good in other costumes. Bamboo and points are just the ones I always seem to get, so if you have a suit
that your comfortable use go for it. As mentioned earlier, I aim to hit 7 pairs, however you need Full Straight for one win and it can be difficult, as you can see, only to go full straight if you have 5 or 6 tiles in hand, doing so with less than possible but could cost you a round. You'll need a good foot on
getting full right before trying, try not to throw a match because you're impatient to get it the way you get it, even if it takes time. If nothing else is aimed at 7 pairs and just do your best. If you need more information, I recommend checking out CyricZ's guide to GamefaqsKaraokeGet 900 at TonightGet 900
at Iji Sakura 2000Get 900 in Bakamitay -Sorrow-Get 900 at Otometal My LifeGet 900 at the moment de la Little SireneGet 900 in Euro de x3 ShineThis, depending on your skill, may be the hardest part of the mini-game list. You have to get a total of 900 or higher in each of the songs. Playing songs isn't
that hard to get a pretty high score can be. In my opinion, Otometal My Life is the hardest to get the required amount and that's because the speed changes and when to click to get big on the tip. Tonight, TimingIji Sakura's 2000Song TimingBakamitai -Sorrow-Song TimingOtometal My LifeSimple
TimingThis is arguably the hardest song to get a 900 score on, and you need to make it to 950 for Haruka requests, making it even harder. You can score 900 on a simple one, however you'll need to be perfect and only get big as a score on all hints. It's incredibly difficult and you can't afford any mistakes,
so it's recommended to play lively. Down side to that you'll need to get a lot of clues and there's more to hit. Moment de la Petite SireneSimple TimingEuro de x3 ShineSimple TimingAove you will notice the video of the songs. I wrote them down for you to show you speed, hints, and if you so want to
practice against. There are many strategies out there to get you through these rhythm games, however the best thing you could do is practice. When you get the flow and rhythm of the song down you will need to get the timing most likely that you have done well on your Still try to use the above video as
landmarks to help you through the points you find a little hard. When you combine everything you've learned together, you have to fly through the songs. One thing to keep in mind is having regular breaks from the song can improve your performance of it. Take 3 or 4 attempts then go try something
different in the game, for me I had a switch between karaoke and mahjong, then a collection of weapons and gear when I finished Mahjong. This increased my performance especially in the song Otometal My Life. Unfortunately, there are no cheating items for karaoke, so you'll need to do it the hard way
and just keep at it. It.
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